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DEGENERACY THEOREMS FOR HOLOMORPHIC MAPPINGS

BETWEEN ALGEBRAIC VARIETIES

BY

ROBERT MOLZON

Abstract. Degeneracy theorems are proved for holomorphic mappings from affine

algebraic manifolds to projective algebraic manifolds of equal dimensions. A

mapping is degenerate if it satisfies a growth estimate and omits a set of fc-plane

sections of positive capacity; the capacity being defined in terms of a singular

integral. The capacity is a more delicate method of measuring the size of a set of

Ac-plane sections than Hausdorff measure and arises naturally by considering the

singular integrals in the First Main Theorem of Nevanlinna.

0. Introduction. In [1] Bott and Chern give a condition under which a holomor-

phic mapping/: C -» C must be degenerate. Using the notation of Griffiths and

King this condition may be stated as

(0.1) lim  t    \(r)/ T (r) = 0 and/omits an open set.
/—>00

This condition implies that the image of/ does not contain an open set. The terms

tn-X(r) and Tn(r) are the Nevanlinna order functions of/ which measure certain

growth properties off.

One may contrast the above result with the following well-known extension of

the classical Picard theorem: If /: C —> P" omits n + 2 hyperplanes in general

position then/is degenerate.

In a previous paper [8] the author studied holomorphic mappings /: C -* C"

and showed that if/satisfied lim,^.^ tn_x(r)/Tn(r) = 0 and is nondegenerate then/

omits at most a set of Hausdorff dimension 2n — 2.

In this paper I consider holomorphic mappings /: A —» M where A is an affine

algebraic manifold and M is a projective algebraic manifold, A and M having the

same dimension. Degeneracy theorems are then proved for / satisfying a condition

which is, loosely stated

(0 2) hm  tq_x(r)/Tq(r) = 0 and/ omits a set E, of codimension q

linear spaces, of Hausdorff dimension > k(n, q).

Here k(n, q) is a constant depending upon n and q.

These degeneracy theorems assume / omits a set which is quite small; in fact if

Hausdorff dimension is used to measure the "size" of a set, these degeneracy

theorems are the best possible.
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1. Residue formulae. The starting point in our discussion is a residue formula

which generalizes the classical Poincaré equation. A complete discussion is given in

[6].
Let Z denote a point in C. We will use the notation

9, = (ddc log |Z|2),       6, = log \z\X

We then have the following:

Proposition 1.1 (see [6]). Let U be an n-dimensional complex manifold and F:

U'-* C" a holomorphic map. The forms F*9¡ and F*0, are locally integrable for all I,

and if W' = F~'(0) has pure codimmension r, then ddcF*@¡_x = 9, for I < r and

ddcF?_, = W in the sense of distributions.

A global version of this is given on projective space P"C by the following

construction.

Let ex(Z), . . ., ed(Z) be hyperplane sections and £>„ . . . , Dd the corresponding

divisors on P"C. Assume L = F>,.Dd is a linear space of codimension d. Let

to be the Kahler form of the Fubini-Study metric on P" and let

w0 = a + ddc log ||e(z)||2,

(i.i) A = log(rr^)  2   «¿--'A«»*,
\ ||e(z)||2/¿ = o,¿-i

e(z) = ex(z) A • • • A«?*(*)•

Proposition 1.2 (see [6]). Under the above assumption that L = Dx.Dd has

pure codimension d, one has the equation of currents

(1.2) ddcA =cod-[L].

Proof (Sketch). Let {£•} be local coordinates on P" such that D¡ = {£, = 0},

/' = \, . . . ,d. Hence <?,.(£) = f„ / = 1, . . . , d. Then co¿ = l*9¡ and

^CA= 2   [S*9d_x_k Auk+i - dd<(r®d-X-kAo>k)].
k=0

By Proposition 1.1 this series telescopes to give

(1.3) ddcA = a" - Dx.Dd.   Q

Now suppose M is a smooth projective algebraic variety. Let H be the hyperplane

section bundle over M. Let V be the vector space of holomorphic sections r(Af, H)

with basis {e0, . . . , eN). Denote by Gq(V) the Grassmannian of codimension q

linear spaces of F( V). Given a hermitian metric on V we obtain in the usual way a

Fubini-Study Kahler metric on Gq( V). Denote the corresponding exterior form by

w.

We may now give the residue theorem on the Grassmannian.

Corollary 1.3. Let a E Gq( V). There exists a form Qa on Gq( V) such that

(1.4) ddcQ,a = wd - 8a;       d = dim Gq(V) = q(N - q + \).
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Proof. This result is contained in Hirschfelder's Theorem 4.2 of [7]. It is

important that we be able to determine the singularity of ña. This may be done in

the following manner. Embed Gq(V) in P^F") by the Plücker embedding. Then

a E Gq( V) c P*( V). Choose d hyperplanes of P*( V) such that in a neighborhood

U c Gq( V) of a we have a = Hx.Hd. Let A be the singular form on PK( V)

associated to L = Hx.Hd as in Proposition 1.2. The restriction of A to

U c Gq(V) will then have the same singularity as ña.

Let M be a smooth projective algebraic variety as above. Suppose L is a

subvariety of M of pure codimension q given by L = Dx.Dq, with F>, the

divisor of a„ a holomorphic section, a, E T(M, H). We then have

Corollary 1.4. There exists a form A on M such that

(1.5) ddcA = to« -[L].

i/ere « denotes the Kahler form of the Fubini-Study metric on M.

Proof. First define the variety X c M X Gq(V) by X = {(x, Y)\x E L(Y)}.

L(Y) denotes the subvariety of M determined by the intersection of divisors

Dx, . . . , D defining L E Gq(V). We then have the projections: it: X-» M,

p: X-» Gq(V). Let a E Gq(V): define L = L(a) as in the statement of the

corollary. Let ila denote the form on Gq( V) satisfying

ddeQa = uf - 8a.

W[ is the Kahler form on Gq( V) of the Fubini-Study metric. Define A = tr^p*üa.

We then claim ddcA = uq — [L]. First of all we remark that 7r„ is defined by

duality; that is, if i// is a current then (-n^, <j>) = (\p, w*<f>) where <i> is a smooth form

with compact support (and with appropriate degree). One then checks that Tr^p*8a

= L(a) by approximating 8a with approximate identities. Since ir^ is defined by

duality it lowers bidegree of a current by dim ir~ x(x) = q(N — q). Therefore

bideg Tr,p*o)xd = q(N - q + 1) - q(N - q) = q.

In fact one has v^p*ux~' = w9-'. Computing m+p*tia one obtains

*,p*Qa-log(—i—)S   «tf-'-*A«*,
\||<K*)ir/*-o

where u is the Kahler form of the Fubini-Study metric, w0 = ddc log ||<t(j>c)||2 + <o

and ||a||2 = |ct,(jc)|2 + • • • +|a9(x)|2, a, being holomorphic sections of the hyper-

plane section bundle. Hence tr^p*Q,a is the Levine form of [6].

It will be important to have an explicit expression for the singularity of the form

ßa on Gq(V). We use the results of Hirschfelder [7]. Choose holomorphic coor-

dinates {¡¡\..., $d) on Gq(V) such that a ~ T = fd = 0. Writing the Levine

form in the coordinates f we have

where 4>(f ) is a nonsingular (d — \, d — \) form unformly bounded in f.
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Now suppose b E Gq( V) is a point in the f-coordinate neighborhood of a. We

need an expression for Q,,(f)- Choose holomorphic coordinates f on Gq(V) such

that b~ t[- %'d - 0. Then i^tf) = log l/|f'| • [l/|f'rV_l)]*'(n. Writing
f ' in terms of f we have

Qbtt) = log l/|f - ¿|2-[l/|s - öl2*""'>]*(?),

where on the right-hand side of the above equation we use b to denote the

¿"-coordinates of the point b. Here 4>(f ) is a (d - \,d- 1) form which is uniformly

bounded in f and b. It follows that we have the inequality

1
(1.7) GbttX l) + e

C<
-'(0,

Is - ¿f«'-
where C£ is a constant depending only upon e > 0 and u is the Kahler form of the

Fubini-Study metric on Gq( V).

2. The First Main Theorem (FMT). In § 1 we wrote down some residue theorems.

These may be integrated after pulling back the currents under holomorphic

mappings to give various forms of the FMT.

Let A be a smooth affine algebraic variety of dimension n. Let t: A -» [ — oo, co)

be a special exhaustion function on A ; that is, t has only finitely many logarithmic

singularities, finitely many critical values, and the Levine form ddcr satisfies:

(a) ddcT > 0,

(b) (ddcT)"-1 sé 0 on T2°-\bA[r]),

(c) (ddcr)" = 0.

Here A[r] = [x E A\t(x) < r) and bA[r] = {x E A\t(x) = r}. Such a r exists by

Proposition 2.4 of [6].

Let M be a smooth projective algebraic variety of dimension n. Let H denote the

hyperplane section bundle over M and let V = T(M, H) be the vector space of

holomorphic sections of H.

Let G (V) be the Grassmannian of codimension q linear subspaces of P(V). Let

Z = D.D„  where D„ is the divisor of a, E V. Assume Z has pure codi-

mension q. We must introduce some notation. First let A denote the singular

(q — 1, q — 1) form of Corollary 1.4. Let 4> = ddcr, r being the special exhaustion

function on A. Suppose /: A -^> M is a holomorphic mapping. Put ZJi] =

A[t] n f~\Z). The following terms then appear in the FMT:

N(Z,r

',('

T9(r

mq(Z, r

Sq(Z, r

■>0     [¿Zut]
d log t,

■>A[r]

= f   t (s)d log j,

- f     r^AdcrA *"-«,

= r fAAf-'+i.•M'i
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We assume that/_1(Z) does not pass through any of the logarithmic singularities

of t in the above definitions. If/_1(Z) passes through logarithmic singularities of

t, the counting function N(Z, r) may be modified by using the Lelong number of Z

at the singularity.

We may now state the FMT.

Proposition 2.1 (FMT). Using the above notation with f: A -^ M a nondegenerate

holomorphic mapping one has

(2.1) N(Z, r) + mq(Z, r) = Tq(r) + Sq(Z, r) + 0(1),

where 0(1) is a constant depending upon Z but not on r.

Remark. The proof of the FMT follows from a double integration of the pull

back by f* of the residue formula stated in Corollary 1.4.

Corollary 2.2. With the above notation and the assumption that f~l(Z) does not

meet a logarithmic singularity of t one has the inequality

(2.2) Tq(r) < N(Z, r) + mq(Z, r) + c,

where c is a constant (does not depend r on Z).

Proof. Choose r0 so large that A[r0] contains all of the logarithmic singularities

of t. The constant term (1) may then be expressed as

0(1) = N(Z, r0) + m(Z, r0) - Sq(Z, r0) - Tq(r0).

The right-hand side of (2.1) then becomes

Tn(r) - T„(r0) + Sq(Z, r) - Sq(Z, r0) + N(Z, r0) + m(Z, rQ).

Now the Levine form A is positive on M. Since f* preserves positivity we have

Sq(Z, r) — Sq(Z, r0) > 0. Because dcr A 4,"~q is a positive form on bA[r] it also

follows that m(Z, r0) is nonnegative. Since Tq(r0) is a constant independent of Z

and r the result follows.   □

3. Capacity. The tool from analysis which allows us to obtain good estimates on

the size of an omitted set of a holomorphic mapping is Newtonian capacity. We

want to extend the idea of capacity from Euclidean space to a manifold in a way

which allows us to easily see the geometric implications.

We begin by recalling the definitions on Rn. The Newtonian kernel Ka is given

by

(3.1) Ka(x,y)=l/\x-y\a.

Let p be a positive Borel measure with compact support on E c R". The a

potential of p is given by

W = f   Ka(x,y)dli(y).

The energy of the measure p is given by

S„=f   V^x) dp.(x).
JR"

We have the following basic result.
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Proposition 3.1. Given a compact Borel set E c R" and a charge Q > 0 there

exists a measure p, called an equilibrium measure, supported on E such that & is a

minimum.

Put V = maxxe£: V^(x) for p the equilibrium measure on E. Provided V exists

put Ca(E) = Q/ V. Ca(E) is the a-capacity of E. If V does not exist put Ca(E) = 0

and in this case say E has a-capacity zero. Capacity has the properties that: it is

subadditive on Borel sets and the a-capacity of a point is zero for a > 0. Thus

a-capacity is almost a measure.

We want to extend to manifolds the idea of capacity. For our purposes it will

only be necessary to define sets of capacity zero and sets of positive capacity. Let

M be a complex manifold and E c M a compact Borel set.

Definition 3.2. E c M has a-capacity zero if for every p E E and every

coordinate neighborhood ( U, <f>) with p E U, the set <K U n E) c C has a-capac-

ity zero. Similarly we say E has positive a-capacity if there exist a point p E E and

a coordinate neighborhood ( U, <i>) of p such that <p( U n E) has positive a-capacity.

We must show that this definition makes sense. Suppose (£/, </>) is a coordinate

neighborhood of p and <p( U n E) has a-capacity zero. Let ( U, <j>) be another

coordinate neighborhood of p. We claim that the a-capacity of §(U n U D E) is

zero.  Let F = <p(U n Ü n E) and F = ^(t/ n ¿7 n F).  Let ^ = <t> ■ <j>~';  »p:

<Xi/ n t/)^<Kt/ n c/)with^(F) = f.
We must therefore show that under the "change of variable" \p sets of capacity

zero are mapped to sets of capacity zero. We observe that the a-capacity of a

compact Borel set E may be obtained as follows. Let TE be the positive Borel

measures supported on E with V^(x) < 1 for x E E. Then the a-capacity is given

by Ca(E) = supMer.£ KE)-

Suppose the set F has positive a-capacity. Then there exists a measure p on C

supported on F with V^x) < 1 on F and ^.(F) > 0. By the change of variable

formula for integration there exists a measure v supported on F with Vv(y) < K on

F and v(F) > 0. Hence by multiplying v by \/K we get a measure r with

F„<7) < 1 on F and v'(F) > 0. Therefore Ca(F) > 0. It follows that if F has

a-capacity zero then F has a-capacity zero.

In order to give reasonable geometric interpretation to our results the size of sets

will be indicated in terms of Hausdorff dimension. Let E c C be a compact Borel

set. Denote by %a(E) the a-Hausdorff measure of E. If %a(E) = 0 for all a > k

and %a(E) = oo for all a < k, we say E has Hausdorff dimension &.

The following relationship between Hausdorff measure and capacity is proved in

[2].

Proposition 3.3. If E e C is a compact Borel set then %a(E) < oo implies

Ca(E) = 0. Conversely, if Ca(E) = 0 then %a+e(E) = 0 for all e > 0.

In particular, if Ca(E) = 0 then the Hausdorff dimension of F is < a.

Now suppose M is a Kahler manifold. The Hausdorff measure on M is defined

in terms of the Kahler metric on M. We have the following analogue of Proposition

3.3.
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Proposition 3.4. Let E c M be a compact Borel set. Let %a denote the

a-Hausdorff measure on M. If %a(E) < oo then E has a-capacity zero in the sense

of Definition 3.2. Conversely if E has a-capacity zero then %a+e(E) = 0 for all

e > 0.

Proof. This result follows immediately by pulling everything down to C by

coordinate maps and using Proposition 3.3.   □

4. Degeneracy theorems. We are interested in finding conditions under which a

holomorphic mapping /: A -> M must be degenerate; that is, the image does not

contain an open set. We prove two theorems in this direction.

Let A be a smooth affine algebraic variety and M a smooth projective algebraic

variety.

Suppose M c PN is given by the sections {e0, . . . , eN) of V = T(M, H). Let

dimc A = dimc M = n. Let /: A —> M be a holomorphic mapping. Let L(a)

denote the linear space corresponding to a G Gq( V) where we use the notation of

§1.
Definition 4.1. The holomorphic map / omits the set L(a) if

(4.1) f ^""« = 0   for all/.
Jf\L(a))[q

Definition 4.2. The holomorphic map/covers L(a) finitely often if

(4.2) f yp"-" <K   for all t.
Jf-\L{a))[t]

Example. Suppose/: C -h> P" is a polynomial map. If Lq c P" is a linear space

of codimension q then //-i(L)l,] tp"-* is bounded, the exhaustion function on C

being t(z) = log \z\.

We now state the main results.

Theorem 4.3. Let f: A —» M be a holomorphic mapping. Suppose

(4.3) Um  tq_x(r)/Tq(r)=0.

If f omits a set {L(a)\a E Gq(V)} of linear spaces of Hausdorff dimension greater

than 2q(N — q + 1) — 2 then f is degenerate; that is, the image of f does not contain

an open set.

Theorem 4.4. Let f: A -h» M be a holomorphic mapping and suppose

(4.4) lim  logr/Tq(r)=0   and     lim  tq_x(r)/Tq(r) = 0.

If there exists a set {L(a)\a E £7,(10} °f linear spaces of Hausdorff dimension

greater than 2q(N — q + 1) — 2 which is not covered infinitely often by f then f is

degenerate.

Before we prove these two theorems we need two lemmas.

Lemma 4.5. The proximity term mq(Z(a), r) exists for all a E Gq( V) and is a

measurable function of a.
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Proof. If Z(a) is a linear space of codimension q such that f~x(Z(a)) has

codimension q then of course m(Z(a), r) exists. If f~x(Z(a)) is of codimension less

than q the result follows by blowing up along Z(a). Letting M be the blow up of M

at Z(a) one computes a*AZ(a) in local coordinates. Here AZ(o) is the Levine form

giving the residue formula for Z(a). One notes that singularity is sufficiently nice

that we may integrate. See [6] or [7] for detailed calculation. Since Az(a) involves

rational functions and logarithms of rational functions it follows that m(Z(a), r) is

a measurable function of a.

Let d = dimc Gq(V) = q(N — q + 1) as before.

Lemma 4.6. Let E c Gq(V) be a set of finite positive 2(d — 1) + e capacity. Then

there is an equilibrium measure p supported on E such that p(F) = 1 and

(4.5) iöt#)<C/-',
JE

Here w is the Kahler form of the Fubini-Study metric on Gq(V).

Proof. We may assume E is contained in a coordinate neighborhood U on

Gq(V), otherwise simply cut off E outside some coordinate neighborhood and

define p with support on this new set. Let f be the coordinate function on U so

o*tt)< c,(\s - ¿fe*-')^)-1 • o"-\Sl

where Ce is a constant depending only upon e > 0. Let F = f (F). By Definition 3.2

F has positive finite 2(d — 1) + e capacity. Let v be the equilibrium measure on F

normalized so that v(F) = 1. Now

/Air-»i«'-»+-M'"1(f) Mb) = c{L\s -1¡*<-»+> Mb)

< CeVr(z)»d-1 < Ct-V»"-1

since F has positive 2(d — 1) + e capacity. Now define p = v ° <?> to get the desired

measure on Gq( V).

Proof of Theorem 4.3. Suppose /: A —* M omits a set {L(a)\a E Gq(V)} of

Hausdorff dimension greater than 2q(N — q + 1) — 2. Using the relationship

between capacity and Hausdorff measure / omits a set E (in Gq( V)) of positive

2q(N — q + I) — 2 + e capacity for some e > 0. Let p be the measure given by

Lemma 4.6. Integrate inequality (2.2) with respect to the measure p. Since ¡i(E) = 1

we have

(4.6) Tq(r) < fE N(Z(a), r) d^a) + f mq(Z(a), r) rfp(a) + c.

Since we are assuming/ omits Z(a) for a E E we get

Tq(r) < f mq(Z(a), r) d(i(a) + c,
J E

(4.7) Tq(r) < f mq(Z(a), r) d¡x(a) + c,
J E

Tq(r) < [ if      rK/\dcrA V'"] dn(a) + c.
Je \JbA[r] J

o>d-
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Now

f If      rKA dcr A V-") dn(a)
Je \JbA[r\ )

JbA[r]       [ \JE I

Applying Lemma 4.6 we get

A dcr A V-q-

Tq(r) <Cef      rlir^-1] A <Ft A V'"
JbA[r]       L J

<Cef      f*^"-') A dcr A V~q < Cetq_x(r),
JbA\r\'bA{r]

where to, is the Kahler form on Gq( V) and « the Kahler form on M. We have

(4.8) Tq(r) < Cetq_x(r) + c.

But we have assumed lim,^^ tq_x(r)/Tq(r) = 0. Since lim,^^ \/Tq(r) = 0 (unless

/ degenerate) we obtain the result.

Proof of Theorem 4.4. Apply the same argument as above. This time, however,

we have the term

d[i(a).[ N(Z(a), r) dn(a) = f     f ( f V'"\d\ogt
Je je [Jo   {Jz^a)\t\ )

The assumption of Theorem 4.4 gives

C ( ( xp"-")d log t < log r + c,
JO    \JzÁa)[t] I

the constant c being the Lelong number (see [6]). The conclusion then follows as in

the proof of Theorem 4.3.   □

5. Example. In the introduction, we remarked that if Hausdorff dimension were

used to measure the "size" of an omitted set then the degeneracy theorems above

are best possible. By this we mean there exist analytic mappings /: A —» M which

are nondegenerate and satisfy the growth conditions of Theorem 4.3 (or 4.4) yet

omit sets of linear spaces in Gq(V) of Hausdorff dimmension 2q(N — q + 1) — 2,

the extremal dimension of Theorem 4.3. The growth condition

limr^0O tq~x(r)/Tq(r) = 0 of Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 may be replaced by

lim infr_>x tq_x(r)/Tq(r) = 0 with no change in the proof. Using this growth

condition, we construct an example showing that results 4.3 and 4.4 are best

possible.

Let/: C2 -* P2 be given by/(z, w) = [1: ez: ew]. This map is clearly nondegener-

ate and omits a set of points (linear spaces of codimension 2) of Hausdorff

dimension 2, namely the projective lines {[w0: wx: w2]\wx = 0} and {[w0: wx:

w2]\w2 = 0). In this example N = 2 and q = 2; hence 2q(N — q + 1) — 2 = 2. It

remains to show that lim infr_>o0 tx(r)/ T2(r) = 0. A computation by Carlson and

Griffiths  [3] gives   Tx(r) < cr  and   T2(r) > c'r2.  It follows that  there exists a
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sequence rv -» oo such that tx(r„) < 2c ■ rp (see [8]). Hence

lim inf 4^0- < Um   #1 Um   ̂  = 0.
'-°°     T2(r)      y^oc   T2(r„) "^°°   c>„

We also have

Thus / satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.4 and omits a set of points of

Hausdorff dimension 2. Thus 2q(N — q + 1) — 2 is the best upper bound for the

dimension of a set in Gq( V) which may be omitted by a nondegenerate holomor-

phic mapping satisfying the growth conditions of Theorem 4.4.

Remark. By using the tools of Newtonian capacity and NevanUnna theory we

have been able to obtain results on holomorphic mappings far more dehcate than

those previously known. Although it is not at all obvious how to extend the

definition of Newtonian capacity to a manifold, in some cases, as we have

demonstrated above, it may be sufficient to define sets of zero or positive capacity.

Finally I believe that capacity can play an importât role in other problems of

integral geometry, particularly when terms to be integrated have singularities.
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